GAZETTE - JUNE 2017.

News from the Men’s Club
The Club Major Singles Final to be played on Sunday 4th June will be between

BOB HAWTREE

KEN WALLIS

The 2017 Pennants season was one of disappointment. Grade 3 finished the year in
a creditable 3rd position in their section. However, our grade 4 and grade 6 sides
found the going very tough and both sides were awarded the dreaded wooden
spoon. Perhaps we will be more competitive in grades 5 and 7 next year.
The first round for the 2017 Club Triples Championship is to be played on Saturday
10th June.
The nomination sheet for the 2017 Graded Fours is on the noticeboard. This is NOT the
Championship Fours, but is a competition to encourage bowlers from a mix of grades
and ability to put teams together for a fun competition.

Our markers for the Semi Finals
of the Major Singles looking very
official. Perhaps they are
attempting to set the standard
for the future.

Geoff “Rowdy” Martz

.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT FOR LADIES CLUB

Thank you to all the ladies who have committed to being part of the ladies club committee for the next 12
months.
As I am currently in Coolangatta playing in the Nationals for the NSW blind bowls team I will catch up on
the news next month.
Sandy White PRESIDENT

Have a nice day

MIXED BOWLS REPORT

At last we have a game to report. A semi –final will be played on Sunday 11th June, card call 12.45p.m.
This is the Mixed Fours which has been badly interrupted by the rain delayed Pennants earlier in the year.
Teams are : Cath Ryan, Anne Webb, Mick Ryan and Bill McMurdy versus Judy Cross, Marilyn Brenner,
Herb Brenner and Bob Hawtree. Good luck to both teams and we hope for some good weather.
The first round of the Mixed Triples had a situation where only one game could be played and
unfortunartely Cedric Lewis’s team had to forfeit. The 2nd round of this competition will be played on
Sunday 13th August card call 12.45p.m. Look out for the 3 mixed teams to represent TBC at the upcoming
Turramurra and Lindfield Community Bank Shield competition. This will held on Friday the 7th July at
Roseville Bowling Club. See the attached Notice of Race.
WP

MAHJONG AND CARD DAY
Card day this month is Monday 19th June, starting 10 am. Lunch at noon $12. Lucky door prize??
Mahjong as well on that day. Everyone is welcome (bring a friend, especially beginners will be
given instruction)
Do you play canasta? Come along and enjoy, bring your friends, it is warm and cozy here.
As well Mahjong is also every Monday from 1 pm $5 with afternoon tea.
For your diary, please note; No play on Monday 12th June (Queens Birthday) or 17th July
(bowling day) or 2nd October (Labour Day) and no card day on 18th December.
Enquiries; Jeanette Staniland 9489 5616 – and Val Parry 9144 2473
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OZLEC ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Spare
Spare
SAVILLS Cordeau Marshall
SAVILLS Cordeau Marshall
T1
IGA BOBBIN HEAD
SAVILLS Cordeau Marshall
Double S
GUARDIAN FUNERALS
THE LANDINGS
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SAVILLS Cordeau Marshall
SOUTHERN CROSS CARE
HOFFMANN & CO PHYSIO
Rd 1&2
Rd 3&4
TOM'S CELLARS

LADIES BOWLS PROGRAMME FOR JUNE 2017

Social bowls
Warringah Trophy
Social bowls / Minor Singles
Social bowls
Australian Open to Thu 23rd June
QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY
Social bowls / Club Pairs if agreeable
Social bowls
Social bowls / Committee meeting/Club pairs
Social bowls
Social bowls / Pairs if agreeable
C of C Singles Oak Flats to Fri 30th
Social bowls

R5

GUARDIAN FUNERALS

R1

SOUTHERN CROSS CARE
TURRAMURRA COMMUNITY BANK

R2

SAVILLS Cordeau Marshall

WHY? Why are many coin collection jar banks shaped like pigs?
BECAUSE
Long ago, dishes and cookware in Europe were made of dense orange clay called 'pygg'. When people saved
coins in jars made of this clay, the jars became known as 'pygg banks.' When an English potter
misunderstood the word, he made a container that resembled a pig. And it caught on.

Money can’t buy happiness, but it keeps the kids in touch!
If you think nobody cares whether you're alive, try missing a couple
of payments.
Relationships are a lot like algebra. Have you ever looked at your X
and wondered Y?

Cucumbers... I didn't know this...& to think all these years I've only
been making salads with them...

1. Cucumbers contain most of the vitamins you need every day, just one cucumber contains Vitamin B1,
Vitamin B2, Vitamin B3, Vitamin B5, Vitamin B6, Folic Acid, Vitamin C, Calcium, Iron, Magnesium,
Phosphorus, Potassium and Zinc.
2. Feeling tired in the afternoon, put down the caffeinated soda and pick up a cucumber. Cucumbers are a
good source of B vitamins and Carbohydrates that can provide that quick pick-me-up that can last for hours.
3. Tired of your bathroom mirror fogging up after a shower? Try rubbing a cucumber slice along the mirror,
it will eliminate the fog and provide a soothing, spa-like fragrance.
4. Are grubs and slugs ruining your planting beds? Place a few sices in a small pie tin and your garden will
be free of pests all season long. The chemicals in the cucumber react with the aluminum to give off a scent
undetectable to humans but drive garden pests crazy and make them flee the area.
5. Looking for a fast and easy way to remove cellulite before going out or to the pool? Try rubbing a slice or
two of cucumbers along your problem area for a Few minutes, the phytochemicals in the cucumber cause the
collagen in your skin to tighten, firming up the outer layer and reducing the visibility of cellulite. Works
great on wrinkles too!!!
6. Want to avoid a hangover or terrible headache? Eat a few cucumber slices before going to bed and wake
up refreshed and headache free. Cucumbers contain enough sugar, B vitamins and electrolytes to replenish
essential nutrients the body lost, keeping everything in equilibrium, avoiding both a hangover and
headache!!
7. Looking to fight off that afternoon or evening snacking binge? Cucumbers have been used for centuries
and often used by European trappers, traders and explores for quick meals to thwart off starvation.
8. Have an important meeting or job interview and you realize that you don't have enough time to polish
your shoes? Rub a freshly cut cucumber over the shoe, its chemicals will provide a quick and durable shine
that not only looks great but also repels water.
9. Out of WD 40 and need to fix a squeaky hinge? Take a cucumber slice and rub it along the problematic
hinge, and voila, the squeak is gone!
10. Stressed out and don't have time for massage, facial or visit to the spa? Cut up an entire cucumber and
place it in a boiling pot of water, the chemicals and nutrients from the cucumber will react with the boiling
water and be released in the steam, creating a soothing, relaxing aroma that has been shown the reduce stress
in new mothers and college students during final exams.
11. Just finish a business lunch and realize you don't have gum or mints? Take a slice of cucumber and press
it to the roof of your mouth with your tongue for 30 seconds to eliminate bad breath, the phytochemicals
will kill the bacteria in your mouth responsible for causing bad breath.
12. Looking for a 'green' way to clean your faucets, sinks or stainless steel? Take a slice of cucumber and
rub it on the surface you want to clean, not only will it remove years of tarnish and bring back the shine, but
is won't leave streaks and won't harm you fingers or fingernails while you clean.
13. Using a pen and made a mistake? Take the outside of the cucumber and slowly use it to erase the pen
writing, also works great on crayons and markers that the kids have used to decorate the walls!!
Pass this along to everybody you know who is looking for better and safer ways to solve life's everyday
problems..

BIG CHEEKS Bet you don't know "Big cheeks"
Big cheeks. A grandson of slaves, a boy was born in a poor neighbourhood of New Orleans known as the
"Back of Town." His father abandoned the family when the child was an infant. His mother became a
prostitute and the boy and his sister had to live with their grandmother. Early in life he proved to be gifted
for music and with three other kids he sang in the streets of New Orleans. His first gains were coins that
were thrown to them.
A Jewish family, Karnofsky, who had emigrated from Lithuania to the USA, had pity for the 7-year-old boy
and brought him into their home. Initially giving 'work' in the house, to feed this hungry child. There he
remained and slept in this Jewish family's home where, for the first time in his life, he was treated with
kindness and tenderness. When he went to bed, Mrs. Karnovsky sang him a Russian lullaby that he would
sing with her. Later, he learned to sing and play several Russian and Jewish songs.
Over time, this boy became the adopted son of this family. The Karnofskys gave him money to buy his first
musical instrument; as was the custom in the Jewish families. They sincerely admired his musical talent.
Later, when he became a professional musician and composer, he used these Jewish melodies in
compositions, such as St. James Infirmary and Go Down Moses.
The little black boy grew up and wrote a book about this Jewish family who had adopted him in 1907. In
memory of this family and until the end of his life, he wore a Star of David and said that in this family, he
had learned "how to live real life and determination." You might recognize his name. This little boy was
called: Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong.
Louis Armstrong proudly spoke fluent Yiddish! And "Satchmo" is Yiddish for "Big Cheeks"!!!

SUPPORTING TURRAMURRA BOWLING CLUB SINCE 2007
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 Stores including IGA Bobbin Head, IGA Turramurra, IGA Galston, IGA Belrose plus Liquor,
IGA St Ives, IGA Wangi Wangi plus Liquor & IGA Rouse Hill.
High Quality Produce and products
Excellent Customer Service
Wide range of products
Home delivery
Fresh Bread Rolls daily
Hot Chickens

And lots more.... Looking forward to seeing you in store!

1... WHY. Why do men's clothes have buttons on the right while women's clothes have buttons on the left?
BECAUSE; When buttons were invented, they were very expensive and worn primarily by the rich. Since
most people are right-handed, it is easier to push buttons on the right through holes on the left. Because
wealthy women were dressed by maids, dressmakers put the buttons on the maid's right! And that's where
women's buttons have remained since.
2 ... WHY? Why do ships and aircraft use 'mayday' as their call for help?
BECAUSE; This comes from the French word m'aidez - meaning 'help me' - and is pronounced,
approximately, 'mayday.'
3 ... WHY? Why are zero scores in tennis called 'love'?
BECAUSE; In France , where tennis became popular, the round zero on the scoreboard looked like an egg
and was called 'l'oeuf,' which is French for 'the egg.' When tennis was introduced in the US, Americans
(naturally), mispronounced it 'love.'
4 ... WHY? Why do X's at the end of a letter signify kisses?
BECAUSE; In the Middle Ages, when many people were unable to read or write, documents were often
signed using an X. Kissing the X represented an oath to fulfill obligations specified in the document. The X
and the kiss eventually became synonymous.
5 ... WHY? Why is shifting responsibility to someone else called passing the buck'?
BECAUSE; In card games, it was once customary to pass an item, called a buck,from player to player to
indicate whose turn it was to deal. If a player did not wish to assume the responsibility of dealing, he would
'pass the buck' to the next player.
6 ... WHY? Why do people clink their glasses before drinking a toast?
BECAUSE; In earlier times it used to be common for someone to try to kill an enemy by offering him a
poisoned drink. To prove to a guest that a drink was safe, it became customary for a guest to pour a small
amount of his drink into the glass of the host. Both men would drink it simultaneously. When a guest trusted
his host, he would only touch or clink the host's glass with his own.
7... WHY? Why are people in the public eye said to be 'in the limelight'?
BECAUSE; Invented in 1825, limelight was used in lighthouses and theatres by burning a cylinder of lime
which produced a brilliant light. In the theatre, a performer 'in the limelight' was the Centre of attention.
8 ... WHY? Why is someone who is feeling great 'on cloud nine'?
BECAUSE; Types of clouds are numbered according to the altitudes they attain, with nine being the highest
cloud. If someone is said to be on cloud nine, that person is floating well above worldly cares.
9 ... WHY? In golf, where did the term 'Caddie' come from?
BECAUSE;When Mary Queen of Scots went to France as a young girl, Louis, King of France, learned that
she loved the Scots game 'golf.' He had the first course outside of Scotland built for her enjoyment. To
make sure she was properly chaperoned (and guarded) while she played, Louis hired cadets from a military
school to accompany her. Mary liked this a lot and when she returned to Scotland (not a very good idea in
the long run), she took the practice with her. In French, the word cadet is pronounced 'ca-day' and the Scots
changed it into caddie.

Stay Off Your Bike
My wife Linda discovered that our dog (a Schnauzer) could hardly hear, so she took it to the
veterinarian.
The vet found that the problem was hair in the dog's ears.
He cleaned both ears and the dog could then hear fine.
The vet then proceeded to tell Linda that, if she wanted to keep this from recurring, she should go to
the pharmacy and get some 'Nair' Hair Remover and rub it in the dog's ears once a month.
Linda went to the store and picked up the hair remover. At the register, the overly helpful pharmacist
told her, "If you're going to use this under your arms, don't use deodorant for a few days."
Linda said, "I'm not using it under my arms."
The pharmacist said, "If you're using it on your legs, don't use body lotion for a couple of days."
Linda replied, "I'm not using it on my legs either. If you must know, I'm using it on my Schnauzer."
The pharmacist said, "Well, then.....stay off your bicycle for at least a week."

Property

Report
June 2017
The upper North Shore property market
experienced a buoyant first quarter of 2017
with the number of properties sold increasing
by 18.5% against the same quarter last year,
although lower than the very strong
last quarter of 2016.
Despite predictions that price growth would
not be sustained record prices continue to
be achieved, with the average sale price
increasing 11.2% over the same quarter
last year and 7.4% from the prior quarter.
Demand is still outstripping supply and
combined with low interest rates and

attractive capital growth for investors, is
ensuring a competitive environment.
Auction remains a very popular sales strategy
and clearance rates for the area remain at
high levels, being consistently above 80%.
Savills Cordeau Marshall continues to be
the leading upper North Shore agency and
for the first quarter of 2017 we sold 31%
more properties than first quarter 2016.
Contact us today for real estate advice that
gives advantage.

Visit our office today, and speak to one of our professionally trained and experienced agents
Gordon 9498 2388 | Lindfield 9416 9393 | St Ives 9488 8588 | Turramurra 9449 8844 | Roseville 8008 8521

